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Martin Professional has always been driven by a spirit of innovation, an unmatched level of 
product development that time and again proves a springboard for revolutionary lighting 
designs. 

That innovative spirit is clearly visible in our newest range of professional luminaries, creative LED panels, atmospheric 

effects, and sophisticated control systems. Are you ready for a revolution?

Moving head, video wall… or revolution?
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Remarkably small and super light, this simple LED moving head wash 
light is ideal for easy-to-produce yet high-impact looks like large wall 
matrices in which each MAC 101 is essentially a dynamic pixel 
in a larger graphic.

Featuring a tight and bright beam, rapid movement and calibrated 

colors, the MAC 101 comes with a low price tag that allows for use 

in larger quantities for all new, revolutionary lighting designs. 

Useful as a dynamic replacement for static PAR cans, even in smaller 

numbers it is a highly effective and versatile wash light.
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Unrivaled hard-edge LED moving head

The MAC 350 Entour is a cutting-edge LED profile fixture with no 
peers. It surpasses what has previously been possible in terms of 
brightness, efficiency and compactness in a hard-edge LED fixture. 
Featuring proprietary LED technology, it is the market’s first real 
alternative to traditional HID-based profile fixtures.

Framing unlimited

The MAC III Performance is a high-output 
profile moving head with a new interleaved 
framing system with full crossover of each 
blade and industry-first continuous rotation 
for new and unlimited projection, framing  
and effects possibilities. It is available as  
a complete fixture or as an easy-to-swap 
module that installs in minutes on any  
MAC III Profile™.

•  Compact and light
•  Brighter than 300 watt HID fixtures
•  Enhanced color spectrum and light quality maintenance
•  Full electronic dimming and strobing
•  Crisp and clean projection with no color artifacts
•  Totally flicker free and quiet
•  Energy and cost savings

A continuous rotation framing system provides unlimited 
projection, framing and effects possibilities. 

•   Continuous rotation, full blade crossover  
 framing

•   Uniform focus of each blade

•   Quietest fixture in its class

•   Brings added flexibility and value at very  
 little cost

•   Easy conversion between a Profile and  
 Performance - no need to invest in two 
 separate fixtures

•   Framing module also includes iris, shutter,  
 rotating gobos, animation system, color  
 wheel
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The EC series represents the new generation 
of indoor and outdoor LED screens, combining 
low weight and creativity with state-of-the-art 
image quality.

•  Outstanding image quality and elegant,  
 cable-free design

•  20 mm pixel pitch, semi-transparent design

•  Flexible - integrated curving and full   
 integration with lighting control

•  Lightweight, yet strong

•  Fast to assemble, no tools, no cables

•  Powerful P3 system processor, easy setup  
 procedure

•  Reliable, built to the highest standards

N E W  F E A T U R E S : 

•  Combine screens with different  
 resolutions on the same P3-100  
 Controller

• Adjust color temperature to match  
 other screens

• Rotate content to any angle 

• Create groups of panels for faster   
 handling of larger setups 

• Undo and redo buttons

• New layout and quick-addressing   
 wizards 

• More video presets 

• Improved DMX-control patching GUI 

• More predefined DMX control sets 

• New DMX Setup Wizard

P3-100™ System 
Controller v2
 

Martin’s award-winning processor for 
LED screens is now even easier to use 
with a host of new and advanced features. 
 



White light versatility

The MAC 401 CT Zoom is an exceptionally 
versatile, color temperature variable, white 
light source wash luminaire with fast zoom. 
It is also available as a module that easily 
fits onto either side of any MAC 401 Dual, 
creating a white light or color plus white 
light source.
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• Brighter than traditional RGB LED fixtures

• Color temperature adjustable

• Exceptional quality of light 

• Excellent for highlighting skin tones  
 or textiles

• Fast linear zoom

• Highly efficient with low power  
 consumption
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Simple wash to beam conversion

Easily convert any MAC 2000 Wash XB or MAC 2000 Wash luminaire 
into a powerful beam fixture with an inexpensive conversion kit that 
installs in minutes.

Amazingly bright, the MAC 2000 Beam XB also includes smooth 
dimming, strobe, full color mixing, variable CTO, color wheel, and 
gobos.
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Ether
2DMX8™

Ether2DMX8 is a highly 
capable DMX router and 
much more! As a DMX router, 
it translates Artnet protocol 
into DMX in/out universes 
but can also be used as a 
DMX merger, DMX splitter 
hub, fail safe device, cue 
playback, and DMX viewer 
monitor.

Maxedia 4™

Dozens of new features and 
improvements have been 
implemented into Maxedia to 
make the market’s most 
user-friendly media server 
even easier to use. 

New plug-ins for never-before-seen 

effects, new PufferSphere™ plug-ins, 

new super fast capture cards and 

other updates set the standard for 

HD playback quality, stability and 

ease of use.  
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Green 
Martin

Martin Professional’s 
RADAR is an industry-stan-
dard RDM communication 
protocol and information 
feedback system that 
gathers lighting fixture data 
remotely and sends it to 
operators for immediate 
attention for savings in 
time, hassle and money.

Martin 
RADAR 
System 

The control solution 

M1 is the next generation lighting controller from Martin 
Professional. With the full power of a larger desk and the 
agility of a smaller one, the M1 is the ultimate all-in-one 
lighting desk. 

Following the philosophy and simplicity of our current 
controller platform, the Martin M1 sets a new standard 
as the most powerful and affordable full-featured 
lighting console on the market. 

– supporting sustainability 
throughout the life of a 
project

As a worldwide supplier of dynamic 

lighting, we recognize that our day-

to-day operations inevitably impact 

on the environment.

We are therefore strongly committed 

to minimizing these potentially harm-

ful effects and regard environmental 

regulations, laws and codes of prac-

tice as the minimum standards of  

environmental performance.

Martin is fully compliant with ROHS, 

WEEE and REACH standards and 

maintains a recycling program for 

electronic spare parts. 
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